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Why do we warm-up? To literally warm up our instrument so we have an idea of where we are 
pitch-wise before playing in ensembles/chamber settings; warm up and prep our body, including 
fingers, lungs, embouchure, posture, etc.; to increase our endurance; to focus on fundamental 
aspects of playing in a controlled, safe environment that will make us better performers. 
 
What are the most important fundamental aspects of playing we want to cover during a warm-
up? Sound, tone, air, fingers, hand position, posture, articulation, scale patterns, voicing, etc. 
How long should a warm-up last? For me, 30 minutes is the ideal warm-up time.  
 
Here are the most important aspects of playing that should be covered daily in the warm-up 
routine:  
 

Long tones 
Scales 
Thirds 

Arpeggios 
Octaves (voicing) 

Chromatic 
Articulation 

 
ALWAYS use a metronome. Use a base tempo followed by a tempo that pushes what you're 
comfortable with. Do not increase the push tempo until you are VERY COMFORTABLE with 
it. You might increase tempo by just one click every two weeks or so. Your base tempo can be 
moved up as well, but should never be fast (probably not above quarter=92) 
 
You should NOT need to look at music for this. All basic patterns should be memorized and 
playable at any time! 
 
RECORD your progress! Keep metronome markings, notes, options for long tones/articulation 
exercises logged somewhere (I use a notebook). You must keep track or you could forget 
tempos, etc. and hinder your own progress, or you could not realize you are leaving out an aspect 
of playing (for example, only doing long tones in low register and forgetting to do high register).  
 
Long tones: Many possible options: fifths, chromatic, single notes in a specific register, etc. 
Good chance to work on your core sound, the most important aspect of playing! Don’t skip this. 
Focus on air control, sound quality, tone, dynamic control, pitch, legato fingers.  
 
Scales: Sixteenth notes, major/minor at base and push tempo. I use the basic Klose pattern (up to 
high G) because I focus on speed and accuracy of fingers, but if you want to work also on 
extending your range you can use extended Klose or another pattern. Focus on air, fingers, hand 
position, muscle memory.  
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Thirds: Sixteenth notes, major/minor at base tempo and push tempo. I use Klose pattern (up to 
high G) but again you can extend. Be cautious of extra notes slipping in between intervals- 
fingers must always lift/go down together. Focus on air, finger control, hand position, muscle 
memory.  
 
Arpeggios: Sixteenth notes, major/minor at base and push tempo. I go up to high Ab. Again be 
aware of any extra notes or sounds slipping into intervals. Experiment with alternate fingerings 
(for example, I use long F in F major/minor arpeggio). Focus on air, proper voicing, pitch 
(especially in altissimo range), muscle memory. 
 
Octaves: Eight, triplets, sixteenths at base and push tempo. I go up to high Ab. Focus on 
voicing- no gaps or unwanted sounds between notes, no under-blowing or over-blowing. Make 
sure you can "hear" the pitch you want to play before you play it, and learn to adjust your 
embouchure accordingly. Will make you more comfortable in upper register and better at leaps 
between registers. Pay close attention to what your embouchure needs to do to allow notes to 
speak properly- less pressure and "further down" the reed as you go into higher register, opposite 
coming back down. No biting! Focus on air, voicing, response, pitch, embouchure awareness.  
 
Chromatic: Eighths, triplets, sixteenths at base tempo and two push tempos (so three rhythmic 
patterns at three tempos). I go up to high Bb. Focus on fingers- isolate sections that are less even 
(for example, my weakest area is between throat G and chalumeau G descending so I usually 
take that octave and work it very slowly several times). Great chance to expand range upwards, 
get more comfortable with notes above high G, increase finger speed. 
 
Articulation: Many options for this! I like to do sixteenth notes increasing in tempo on 
chromatic pitches ascending/descending. For example, starting at quarter=126 chalumeau E to 
throat E in bursts of two-beat sixteenth notes. Then descending the same register at quarter=132, 
repeating until the tongue isn't able to keep up. Record your progress, and gradually work on 
increasing your maximum possible tempo. The next day I might do articulation in the upper 
register instead. No matter what method you use for articulation work (Langenus, scale patterns, 
etc.) the important thing is to cover all areas of the instrument, so your articulation ability is 
consistent throughout the range.  
 
You must establish a warm-up that fits all of your needs and play it EVERY DAY, before any 
rehearsals, repertoire practice, lessons, etc. You will find that your endurance increases 
immensely when a consistent warm-up becomes a part of your routine. Your sound will improve, 
your fundamentals will improve, and your confidence will improve! Make the decision to 
commit to a comprehensive, reasonable warm-up and after just a few weeks you will see the 
results of your work.  


